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ABSTRACT

An 1nteract1ve computer model which can be used for mar1ne oil
pred1ction research and as a training tool has been developed.

It uses

an existing model from the University of Rhode Island which permits
tracking of surface as well as entrained subsurface oil.

To this are

added models of sp111 cleanup and containment as well as calculations of
costs involved for each of the response techniques.

The performance of a

response is judged in terms of the environmental and aesthetic impact-of
oil on an area.

The model is set up and run for two actual spills in

Narragansett Bay as well as several example spills 1n the Rhode Island
area.

Outside evaluators have reviewed the model and judged it useful

for tra1ning and prediction.
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CHAPTER I
INTRODUCTION

Oil spills on water have been a major problem since the 1960 1 s when
demand for oil began to increase.

In the early years between 1956 and

1970, 80 percent of the 38 spills· in the world on water greater than
2,000 barrels (24,000 gallons) were within 10 miles of shore (Sittig
1974).

Although oil spills have not been in the headlines recently, an

average of over 10,500 spills each year in the United States were
recorded between 1974 and 1983, with an average yearly volume of
15,656,700 gallons spilled on water.

In 1980 and 1981, 92 percent of the

accidents were within three miles of the shoreline (U.S. Coast Guard
1982).

The total cost of the responses to these spills was over $300

million, including $2.5 million for the Argo Merchant alone (Schiff
1980).

The environmental and economic impact of these spills, has lead

to extensive research, designed to stop or reduce the affect that the oil
has on the environment.

The first step taken has been to determine the

behavior of oil in a marine environment and to use this information for
planning and training.

Oil Spill Processes

The chemical and physical processes which affect spilled oil are
complex and interrelated and both are dependent upon oil composition and

l

environmental paramaters.

Among the competing processes, shown in Figure

1-1, is the oil's interaction with the shoreline.
poorly understood.

Most of these are

It is difficult, if not impossible, to take water and

oil samples during an actual spill, especially if high sea states exist,
so that the bulk of oil spill research has occurred in simulated
laboratory environments.

Researchers have identified those factors which seem to be the most
important.

These include spreading, advection (both surface and

subsurface), evaporation, dissolution, dispersion, emulsification,
sedimentation, biodegradation, photo-oxidation and shoreline stranding.
These various processes work at different rates and thus are important
during different times of a spill (see Figure 1-2).
another.

They also affect one

For example, if evaporation is high there will be less oil

available for the remaining processes.

The major processes are discussed

below.

Spreading is one of the most important processes in the first 6-10
hours of the spill.

Both gravitational and surface tension forces

increase the spreading while friction and inertia forces tend to retard
it.

Oil properties, temperature and the oil's thickness on the surface

influence the forces.

Short-time and small scale fluctuations also

affect the rate of spreading (Stolzenbach 1977) .
impact of spreading on an area.

2

Figure 1-3 shows the

'
I

I

,(
/.

A schematic overview of the various combined and competing
weathering processes that act on spilled oil in the marine
environment (from Burwood and Speers, 36). Reprinted with
permission from Estuarine and Coastal Marine Science, Vol.
2, ro 1974 by Academic PresS:-Inc.
Figure 1-1 Oil Spill Processes
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Advection is the movement of oil by wind, currents and waves.
surface oil movement is mostly a function of wind drift, especially for
offshore areas.

In some nearshore areas, tidal currents and waves become

more important.

Limited research has been done on the movement of oil by

waves and the resulting calculations are not easily performed for
complicated wave fields.

Subsurface oil is moved by tidal currents in

estuaries and influenced by Ekman drift in offshore, deeper waters.
Advection can have varying effects, depending upon spill location and
weather.

For example, the wind moved the Argo Merchant oil offshore

(Argo Merchant 1978}, but transported the oil to the coastline during the
Amaco Cadiz spill (Hess 1978}.

Evaporation is dependent upon oil composition and on the
environment.

Lighter oils, such as gasoline, will evaporate faster than

a crude oil.

Wind, high temperatures and sea states will further

increase the evaporation rate.

Up to 40 percent of some crudes can

evaporate in one day (Jordan and Payne 1980}.

Oil dissolves into seawater at rates depending on the oil's
composition and the seawater's temperature and salinity.

The amount

dissolved is usually only a few percent of the total volume so that
dissolution is not considered to have an impact as large as most of the
other processes (Davidson and Lawrence 1982}.

Since dissolved oils are

not easily detected, more research is needed to determine how much oil is
actually dissolved.

6

Droplets of oil moving into the water column is called dispersion.
Dispersion is larger for heavier oils and higher sea states, although
little data is currently available to confirm this.

Some of the droplets

resurface, but most seem to be neutrally buoyant ahd remain in
suspension.

The amount of oil dispersed decreases as the oil weathers, ·

but the particles which have been previously created continue to disperse
and/or breakdown.

The water-in-oil emulsion often formed during a spill has a viscous,
"chocolate-mousse" consistency, which is created by the combination of
weathered oil and water.

The longer the spill is exposed to the

environment, the greater the percentage of oil going into emulsion.
Heavier oils and colder temperatures tend to accelerate formation of
emulsions.

Clean-up of emulsions is a major problem due to the increased

volume. Typical oil-in-water emulsions· contain up to 80 percent water
hence the volume of a spill may be multiplied by a factor of five in the
emulsion.

The bulk of the oil which stranded on the shore during the

Amaco Cadiz spill was in the form of an emulsion.

Sedimentation is the process where particles of sand are mixed into
the water and become attached to the oil.

Since oil is very close to

being neutrally buoyant, only a small amount of sediment will cause the
oil to sink.

This process occurs nearshore and is dependent upon depth,

type of bottom, oil properties and the amount of turbulence caused by
currents or waves.

Once on the bottom, movement of this oily sand is

dependent upon bottom currents.
7

Biodegradation is the transformation of oil by microorganisms.

Only

certain type of organisms are included in this process and anything that
effects the population such as amount of light, nutrients and
temperatures, will influence the rate at which organisms consume the
oil.

The impact of biodegradation is important only in the long term due

to the relatively slow rate at which it operates.

No field work has been

done to study this phenomena, only controlled studies in laboratories.

Weathering of the oil by sunlight in the presence of oxygen is
called photo-oxidation .

It is dependent on the amount of light, oil

composition and oil thickness.

It has a very low rate and is usually

ignored, except in special cases.

The behavior of oil near the shore is complicated and involves many
oceanographic processes.

The currents in the nearshore region are both

complex and dynamic depending upon the region's physical oceanography and
the manner in which waves diffract and break (see figure 1-4).
slope, local bathymetry and winds also influence water movement.

Beach
In

addition, there is a great deal of turbulence present due to breaking
waves which can affect how any oil present is transported or deposited.
Stranding of oil on the shoreline is also greatly influenced by the tidal
range.

Oil left ashore during the transition from high to low tide,

(Figure 1-5) may be refloated again during the next high tide.
a recurring problem during the Amoco Cadiz spill (Hess 1978).
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Some of the other processes in Figure 1-1 may be important in
special cases, but are generally not addressed in the literature and
poorly understood.

Responses

The reasons for a response and the methods used can vary greatly and
are determined by the size, time and location of the spill and the oil's
characteristics.

The major reasons for taking action are to protect

human life and to minimize ecological impact.

Some alternate motives are

to minimize the socio-economic and aesthetic impacts of the spill.

A

trade-off between these aspects must usually be carried out since funds
and manpower are generally limited.

Trade-offs can also be influenced by

outside considerations such as heavy weather, eliminating any
possibilities of response, or political pressure.

There are many steps which constitute a response, and the magnitude
of the response varies from spill to spill.

An on-scene coordinator must

assess the behavior of the oil and evaluate all environmental
parameters.

Action must then be taken to contain the oil and protect any

vulnerable areas.

Finally, the oil must be cleaned up and any areas

damaged by the oil or response methods must be recovered and
rehabilitated.

10

Organization of responses to oil spills begins at the national
level.

Regulations were initiated in 1968 with the National Multiagency

Oil and Hazardous Materials Contingency Plan (Sittig 1974) and updated in
the 1970's by the Federal Water Pollution Act (Federal Register 1975).
This legislation delegates the U.S. Coast Guard as the agency which
monitors potential spill sites, inspects oil facilities, enforces the
regulations, prescribes fines and supplies the on-scene commander (OSC)
for marine spills not in inland waters.

The Coast Guard also oversees

and instructs regional and local officials in a response.

The

legislation authorizes equipment purchases and designates the
responsibilities of other parties such as the Environmental Protection
Agency and the Department of Defense.

At the local level, the Coast Guard has supplied a format to be
followed for contingency plans which include plans of organization and
areas of responsibility (U.S. Coast Guard 1978).

Local authorities have

expanded the plans to include details of response (Garry 1981), as well
as site-specific considerations (Bell 1981, and Hum 1977).

In the private sector, companies which are involved in some aspect
of the oil business have developed plans and purchased equipment in order
to protect themselves from liabilities which may occur if oil is spilled
at their facility.

A company has two options if the purchase of

equipment is not practical.

The first alternative is to join a

cooperative in which each of the companies have invested in equipment and

11

training to decrease costs to individual companies (Franklin 1977,
Hubbard and Allen 1979).
contractors.

The second method is to rely on outside

These contractors, generally set up for the sole purpose of

cleaning up oil and other hazardous materials, are utilized by federal
and local authorities as well.

There are many examples of actual responses in the literature and a
review of these show the varying conditions, the wide range of responses
and the complex problems which may be encountered during a spill.

A

large response was made to the Argo Merchant spill of 1976; however,
there was no resultant clean up since the oil went out to sea (Argo
Merchant 1978).

The response during the Amoco Cadiz spill of 1978 was

complicated when wind and currents moved oil back to some shoreline which
had already been cleaned (Hess 1978).

The organization of a response

team can be complicated (see Figure 1-6), inhibiting quick decisions.
Daily problems which are encountered include break down of equipment such
as occurred during the IXTOC I blowout (O'Brien 1981) or equipment
delivery delays in the case of the Argo Merchant spill.

Another problem

is that the impact of public pressure on the on-scene coordinator can
affect decisions.

A major recurring problem is the damaging actions performed by
ignorant or incompetent personnel.

For example, White (1979) has

documented a case in which heavy equipment contractors attempted to
recover oil on a beach but only increased the difficulty of recovery by
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pushing the oil deeper into the sand with their vehicles.
contractors

Other

have used hoses with 7,000 psi water pressure to clean a

marsh, destroying the roots of the remaining vegetation in the process
(Owens and Foget 1982).

The problems can clearly be overcome by proper

training of managers and other personnel.

Training

There are many different training programs which focus on different
aspects of combatting oil spills as well as different levels of
personnel.
days.

Schools and workshops have been developed which may last 2-5

An intensive five-day course for management personnel is offered

at Texas A. and M. University (Payne 1981).
shown in Figure 1-7.

The agenda of this course is

Great Britain has a workshop for local managers.

such as town engineers or fire chiefs (Cormack 1977).

Traveling

workshops in Canada, which train 20-30 people in three days, are adapted
to cover the environment in the location in which the workshop is offered
(Zimlick-Owens 1979).
field.

Shorter one-day seminars cover a more limited

Duerden (1979) discusses a program which enables local fireman to

begin a limited response without waiting for other personnel to arrive.
Role-playing has been developed by the Coast Guard (Kangeter 1977) and
for private industry (Marcus. 1977) as a training technique.

Both of

these allow a manager to be put in a situation where he/she must make
decisions regarding a spill, as well as to fend off political or public
relation problems.
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Other aids include manuals for an on-scene commander (Foget 1979 and
Byroade 1981), video tapes and 16mm film with manuals (Kay 1977),

as

well as instruction books for the general public (Omohundro 1980a and
l980b).

Tibbets (1975) has developed a program to assemble a total response
team.

In this method, after developing an organizational chart and job

descriptions for each position, personnel are assigned a post.

Seminars

are run to teach the responsibility of each individual and how each
position is interrelated.

Practice sessions can be run periodically to

keep personnel up to date.

A Training Alternative

All of the above training techniques require large amounts of time,
money and manpower.

An alternative training technique which might be

used is a computer.

This research, discusses an interactive computer

model which has been designed as an aid in the training of personnel by
allowing them to experiment with different responses to an oil spill.
First, existing models of the various processes and spill responses were
reviewed.

Those processes and responses thought to be appropriate were

1ncorporated into an existing composite model and new methods for those
either not modeled or unsuitably modeled were developed.

The result is

an integrated training program which determines the impact of a spill and
the effectiveness of the responses selected by the user.

In the last

chapter, the capability of the model is demonstrated by several examples.
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Figl:Jre 1-7
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Movement, Containment,
and Cleanup of Oil on
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Contingency Planning
l'rohh:m se--ionGroup Solution

l<oh: of 1he EPI\
in Oil Spill
Cleanup

Past Experiences in
Oil Spill Cleanup

Preventing Oil
Spills

Oil in the Environment

Movement, Containment,
anc.l Cleanup of Oil on
Water

Skimmers for Oil
Recovery

Sorhcnts and Chemical
Ai:cnts

Security at the Spill
Scene, Oamai:c
Claims, and Public
Rela1ions

Oil Cleanup
Conlractors

Documenlini Oil Spills
Booms for Conlainment
and Protection

,_.
LT1

Shoreline Protection,
Restoration, and
Uebris l)isposal
lntroc.luetion lo Conlingeney Planning and
Prohlcn1 Session
(evening dass)

Communications
E11uipmcn1
Orientation for Spill
Simulation

Aerial Surveil·
lance
Training l'rogr;un
for the
Response Team
Critique anc.l
l\warilini: of
Completion
Certificates

Field Participation
Small Uuat Sal'ety

1100111

Boat Handling

Boom Deployment

Moving Oil on Water

Skimmer Operations

Samples

Tank Uc111on.,1rations
Deployment, Containment of Spill

1100111

Spill Simulation
Critique of Spill
Simulation

I nl:rnd Spill Re,ponse
Introduction tu
Pumps, Skimmers,
and Equipmenl
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CHAPTER II
COMPUTER MODELING

In evaluating existing computer models, it is important to remember
that most of them are usually designed for a specific task. · MacKay
(1978) has divided them into five types as shown in Table 2-1.

All of

the categories, except the real time one, serve as research tools which
investigate oil behavior or the effect of oil on a location.

The

research models are used as "testing ground" to test specific sites and
processes or to hindcast an actual event.

The real time trajectory

models are designed to aid the on-scene commander in making decisions
based on predicted oil movement.

The purpose of this research has been to develop a new type of model
to be used as a training tool.

This training model uses historical data

as input into a model which includes surface and subsurface processes as
well as modeling response techniques.

It allows a user to rerun a sample

spill with simulated responses as many times as needed until an optimum
response is attained.

Model Selection

The first step in constructing the

~odel

was to locate an existing

program which could be used as a building block.
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Models are usually

Table 2-1

Oil Spill Hodel Typea
(Froa Mackay, 1978)

Charactarlstica

Envirouental
Impact Aase•Allent
Scenario

P.esearch
(Phyaical)

Site SpecU1c
liological

Whole !cosy•t-

Hodel

Purpose

To facilitata
counteraaa•ures.
pouibly in "gama"
as well •• actual
•pill f om

To provide an
as1eaament of likaly
iapacca of a
·
proposed developaant

ra obtain and
validate scientific
findings and
plan experiments

to provide an
assa1aaent of likaly
acoloaical ef f act1
of developaent1

To provide an
overall, long tena
aHeaaent of iapact
and hazard for a
lab or sea

User

On-scene-commander
actual and training

Proponents end
reviawara of th•
devalopment

Research scientiat

Siologist/!cologist

EnYironmental
Scientist/Planner

Prograa
Accessibility
and Speed

Accessible in remote
regions, results
available in l hour
without consultation
with developer.
Hust thus be siJDpla
and robust and
aasily used •

Several daya dalay
acceptable with usar
able to consult with
programmer. Fair
complexity acceptable
but should be usable
by several groups

Available only to
a few individuals
or even the programs
alone. Lona delay
acceptable. Any
degree of complexity
acceptable

J.s Research Hodel

As Research Hodel

Environmental
Data Input

Real tiae wind,
current, tidal,
weather data,and
local geography
and bathymetry

Hbtorical wind
current, tidal,

Usually several
selected "typical"
c·>nd it lone

ls

Research Hodel

Average weather and
other conditions

OU Type

Amount and composition of actual
spilled oil.
Properties aust be
"looked up"

EsciJDace of cha ail
or oils likely to be
spilled and rang•
of amounts and
t imea of a pill

S?ecif ic oil and
amount selected

.ls

Research Hodel

Estiaates of annual
amounts spilled and
aver•&a properties

Output

Fast visual display
readily aasiJDilable
cathode ray cube
or computer graph
preferred

Hare complex and
slowly aasiJDilable
data acceptable but
preferable converted
into visual form in

Complex tabulations
acceptable. Can be
connected to visual
form for reporting

ls

Research Hodel

Simple mass balances
pref er in visual
fono for report

..__.
())

lul T1ae Spill
Trajectory

weather data, i.e.,

monthly averages

ac leisure

report, e.g., overlays
Status

Several exist

Several exist

A few exist

·;ery few

Very few

evaluated by assessing the validity of the processes modeled.
been three major reviews of modeled processes since 1977.

There have

Stolzenbach et

al. (1977) reviewed techniques for modeling surface oil processes,
concentrating on advection.

In 1982, Davidson and Lawrence were

searching for a trajectory model to be used for offshore work.

They

reviewed 15 models for advection, spreading, evaporation, dissolution,
and emulsification as well as surface diffusion and vertical diffusion.
Surface diffusion, used to model small scale effects which are not
included with wind and current advection, is defined by the reviewers as
another form of advection, and vertical diffusion is another name for
dispersion.

The most extensive review is that of Huang and Monastero

(1982) who reviewed 35 models (see Table 2-2).

The reader desiring more

detail concerning modeled processes is refered to these reports.

Models

on the list in Table 2-2 are referred to numerous times in the following
paragraphs.

The processes which are contained in these models are

summarized in Tables 2-3 and 2-4.

A brief description of the methods used for modeling oil spill
processes is presented below.

Not all techniques are discussed, only

those which are generally accepted being included.

Little field data has

been collected concerning these techniques, with few significant
advancements made in most methods used since 1978.

Fay developed a model which balances the forces of gravity, inertia
and friction to determine the rate at which oil spreads (Stolzenbach et
al. 1977).

TRis method, which gives a good order of magnitude to the
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Table 2-2 Oil Spill Simulation Models Reviewed
Models
I.
2.
3.
4.

Author(s)
Mackay, Peterson & Trudel
Galt and Torgrimson
Audunaon, et al
Bunter, J.R..
Smith, Slack, Wyant & Lanfear
Bishop, J,
NOAA/GLERL
Kollmeyer, R..C.
Liu and Leendertse, Rand Corp.
Dames and Moore
Ress and Kerr
Tsahalis D., Shell Devel. Co.
Venkatesh, Sahota & Rizkalla
Karpen and Galt
Garver and Williama
Cornillon and Spaulding
Sydor, M.
Paily & Rao, Hazleton Envir. Serv.
Det norake Vertiaa, et. al
Blaikley, Dietzel, Glass
& van Kleef
Kolpack, Plutchak & Stearns, USC
Kollmeyer & Thompson
Wang, Campbell & Ditmars
Danish Hydraulic Institute
Ahlatr0111 S., Battelle Pacific
Northwest Lab.
Stewart, Devanney & Briggs
Wang and Huang
Premack and Brown
Warner, Graham & Dean
Webb, L., et al
Arctic Sciences Ltd. , Canada
CANMAR/DOME, Canada
Fenco Ltd. & Harsan Assoc., Canada
Hydrospace Marine Service
& Seacon1ult Ltd., Canada
Martec Ltd. , Canada

UOT-Univeraity of Toronto
OSSM of PHEL/NOAA
SLIKFORCAST
DRIFT

5. uses

6.
7,
8.
9.
10.
ll.

12.

13 .
14.
15.
16.
17.
18.
19.
20.

EDIS/NOAA
SPILSIM
USCG (Long Island Sound)
Bering Sea
Cook Inlet Trajectory
NWS/NOAA
RIVERSPILL
Canadian AES
Puget Sound Model
Garver & Williama (SEADOClt)
URI (Georges Bank)
WPMB, Environment C.nada
MOST
OILSIM
SLIKTRAX

21. USC/API

22. USCG (Nev York Harbor)
23. UOD-Univeraity of Delaware
24. DHI

25. BOSTM
26. CEQ
27. Tetra Tech
28. URI (Narragansett Bay)
29. Warner, Graham & Dean
30. U.S. Navy
31. ASL
32. CANMAR Oil Spill Tracking
33. Fenco-Marsan Model
34. HMS/SL
35. MARTEC
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Year
1980
1980
1980
1980
1980
1980
1980
1980
1979
1979
1979
1979
1979
1979
1978
1978
1978
1978
1977
1977
1977
1977
1976
1976
1975
1974
1974
1973
1972
1970
1979
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size of a spill as a function of time, is used in most models.
however not been proven to work in high sea states.

It has

Other researchers

are developing random diffusion models but such methods are not yet
commonly accepted.

The modeling of advection is divided into surface and subsurface oil
transport.

Most models move surface oil at between one and five percent

of the wind speed plus the current.

They do not agree, however, on a

drift angle resulting from the Coriolis force.

The values of the angle

varies between zero and 30 degrees, with the majority using no drift
angle.

Most models use wind from a · single point over a large area.

This

is a poor parameterization in a wind field with significant shear
present.

Water currents contribute to surface and subsurface oil

movement.

The best results occur if actual data are used but the

availability of these data is limited.

Computer simulated current or

inferred current values are generally used.

Evaporation has been measured in laboratory settings and the two
most popular models are one by MacKay and one from the University of
Delaware (Huang and Monastero 1982, Wang, et al. 1976).

The Delaware

model divides the oil into components and evaporates each component
separately.

MacKay's model evaporates a percentage of the oil based on

its thickness.

Both of these methods give questionable results in high

sea states.
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Dissolution occurs at a slow rate and is ignored in most models.
The technique used in the University of Toronto (UOT) model (see Table
2-2) is based on observational data and could be adopted with extensive
experimentation.

J

The USC/API model determines the rate of dissolution as

a function of six parameters but these are difficult to measure and no
experimental data are available to support this method.

Less

sophisticated models tend to group dissolution and dispersion together
and use a constant rate which is a function of time, temperature and/or
sea state.

The only real data has been collected by Audunson (1982).

Both the URI and the SLICKFORCAST models use these.

Emulsification is a difficult process to simulate because little is
known about the factors which affect it.
SEAOOCK model.

A simple method is used in the

This technique arbitrarily reduces the oil present by one

percent when the wind speed is greater than 20 mph and the spill is in
shallow water.

Complex models, such as the Toronto and the USC/API

models, contain comprehensive emulsification models but these are
empirically based and require a significant amount of input data which is
not easily obtained.

At this time, no model contains feasible techniques for
photo-oxidation, biodegradation and sedimentation.
not provide for shoreline interaction.
simply terminated at the shoreline.

Most models also do

In general, the oil trajectory is

The modeling of processes still

needs to be developed but most of the composite models perform adequately
in simulating the specific tasks which they were designed for.
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Many of the composite models could be used as a basis for the work
discussed below.

The OSSM model and the Drift model by Hunter can be run

interactively but lack subsurface processes.
SLICKFORCAST models also lack some processes.

The SEADOCK and
The Toronto and USC/API

models are extensive but have a mixture of theoretical and empirical
processes which are too complex.

The Massachusetts Institute of

Technology has published a model (Oil Spill Clean-up 1981) but its
emphasis is on economic impact and regulation and does not contain a
sophisticated oil behavior model.

The University of Rhode Island model

has most of the processes needed and is simple, flexible and easily
accessible.

It has been selected as the base for the work presented here.

Modeling Responses

There are two general approaches for modeling oil spill responses.
The first method is to model a specific response, such as a skirrmer, to
determine the cost of the effort and the result that it has on the mass
balance of a spill.

In addition to modeling general responses, computers

have been used to investigate and/or plan specific components.

Swanson

and Spaulding (1980) have taken a mathematical model by Cross and Hoult
(1971) which simulates the interaction of oil with a boom, and combined
it with real data from Abrahams (1977).

The result is a model of boom

effectiveness although in the technique has not been verified
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experimentally.

A second approach is to assume cleanup parameters such

as cleanup rate and efficiency and to use these as input into a composite
model which determines the probability that the oil will come ashore.
These approaches may be programmed on a computer or performed by hand.
Cochran et al. (1975) assumes environmental and equipment characteristics
and calculates the mass balance.

Table 2-5 shows a sample spill of

10,000 barrels with cleanup responses utilizing a skimmer and a boom.
Skimmer and dispersant responses were studied by Holmes (1977).

Table

2-6 shows a typical calculation for responses utilizing two skimmers and
a dispersant spraying unit.
listed in Table 2-2.

Fraser (1979) utilizes several of the models

Numerous runs are performed using Cochran et al.

(1975), Blaikley (1977), the BOSTM model (No. 25, Table
RIVERSPILL (No.

12)

2-2)

and

with the probability of oil coming ashore at a given

location being determined.

The results are then used to determine the

type, location, and amount of cleanup equipment needed.

Audunson (1980)

assumes a cleanup efficiency based on sea state and then uses the
SLICKFORCAST model to determine the probability of the oil reaching
land.

None of these models however contain enough detail to simulate a

reasonable cleanup technique .

Another use of computers is the U.S. Coast Guard's data base of
cleanup equipment.

This data base,

called SKIM, stores the

characteristics of twenty-six types of equipment along with their
location and owner.

In addition, the Coast Guard in New Haven has

utilized a microcomputer for contingency planning (Harrald and Conway
1981).

They have stored charts of the Long Island Sound area for which
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Table 2-5

Sample of Simulation (eochran et al. 1975)
INPUT DATA

Tow 1unc: un 1ob, d.l~t • ~ . O
P('1~n1 llf\pill t.:a tic (JUtlcd 1.1p .s 100
TJl~ turuls tu be pt~cd wp • 10,000

Su uatc CIYMnl boom (&&hue • 4 Skimnvr '"'"11 width, h • 80.0
E.qa.a1•1lcn1 ...ifan tanUon 1prud1n1 force for boo•. dync1/c~ •

M.ic. h) )Ob• lll.00
Mila 10 Ulcllcr • 20.00
Number of .Un to ~W1 ai1er atrl'll.I • 0.08
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D••'' Delore "orm

10 rc1W11

-17H
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A_.cncc wind -.1oci1y , mph • I 0.0
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bph

Table 2-6 Sample of Calculations (Holmes 1977)

Dispersant concentrate
4
Days hire
Costs(£):
Skimmer hire
Room hire
Dispersant concentrate
Boats
Extra personnel
Total costs

508 +SO= 10 tons

2 x 4 x 650
4 x 4 x 600
10

x 750

6X4Xl50
6X4Xl50

5,200
9,600
7,500
19,200
3,600

45,100
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CHAPTER Ill
MODEL DEVELOPMENT

The University of Rhode Island model was developed by Cornillon and
Spaulding (1978).

This model has been designed to be modular so that as

new algorithms are developed, they can easily be integrated into it.

It

was initially used to determine the impact of an oil spill on the fishing
industry of Georges Bank (Cornillon et al. 1979).

Details of the

computer program with sample applications is presented in "Assessment of
Treated vs Untreated Spills, Final Report", [Mason, Wilson ed.] (1980).
More recent applications are sunrnarized by Reed and Spaulding (1982).

In

this chapter, the processes modeled by Cornillon and Spaulding are
briefly described; more extensive descriptions of the processes and
assorted algorithms exist in the literature.

This is followed by a

detailed description of additions made to the model as part of this
research.

URI Model

For the URI model, oil on the surface of the water is modeled as
individual spillets or pancakes.

Each spillet is an independent entity

having its own mass, volume, oil composition and radius.

Spillets are

acted upon by all processes and are not affected by the presence of other
spillets.
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The subsurface regime is modeled with advection and diffusion as
developed by Spaulding (1976).

Oil in the water column is modeled as

discrete droplets, each representing a specific amount of mass having
unique oil properties.

A floating three-dimensional rectangular grid is

set up around the particles and is used to calculate the concentration
based on the number of particles in each grid cell.

The model then

determines a diffusive velocity which is added to the current field.

The model as developed includes the following processes:

l) advection:

A wind drift factor and drift angle is used for
moving the surface spillets.

These values cannot

be easily changed by the user.

They can however be

modified in the computer code.

Currents transport

the subsurface particles and add to the surface
advection.

These currents can be entered in any

detail desired by the user.

2) spreading:

Fay spreading (Stolzenbach, et al., 1977) is used
for each spillet.

This model allows variations in

oil volume and interfacial tension due to the other
processes involved.

This permits individual

spillets to enlarge or shrink depending on other
processes or cleanup actions.
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3) evaporation:

The University of Delaware evaporation model is
used.

This model specifies eight classes of

hydrocarbons and defines various oils by the
percentage of each class which that oil contains.
The rate at which each class evaporates is then
calculated as a function of wind speed and
temperature.

4) . dispersion:

(Wang et al. 1976)

Data is taken from Audunson (1980) which gives a
percentage of oil dispersed as a function of
windspeed.

An average value is on the order of 10

percent per day for wind of 8.5 m/sec.

Weathering

is accounted for by including an exponential decay
with a time constant of two days so the rate slowly
reduces with time.

Shoreline Processes

An important process for the training of personnel in the response
to spills is the interaction of the spill with the shoreline.
process depends on the nearshore oceanographic process.

This

Thomas (1975)

and Winant (1980), have discussed wind-induced circulation in a shallow
water environment.

Shepard and Inman (1980) and Birkeier and Dalrymple

(1975) have developed empirical equations for nearshore currents.
are just a few who have investigated nearshore processes.
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These

The modeling

of these complex currents requires large amounts of wave, wind,
bathymetic, and beach slope data.

Because such detail greatly

~xceeds

our level of understanding of oil-shore interaction, it is inappropriate
for this research.

Instead, a simple method simulating the general

movement of oil along a shoreline is used.

As understanding of the

spill-shore interaction improves, more sophisticated nearshore processes
can be included.

The shoreline interaction routine developed here tracks the center
of the spillet and prevents it from crossing the shoreline.

After

intersecting the shoreline, spillets are constrained to move parallel to
it with the parallel velocity component.

The spillet is moved away from

the coast when it reaches the end of a shoreline segment or the end of a
time step.

A given percentage of oil from spillets intersecting the

coastline is deposited on shore at the end of each time step.

Subsurface

particles use the same basic scheme although the entire particle is
deposited on the first shoreline interaction.

Details of these

algorithms are contained in Appendix A.

A shoreline classification system is used in the model both for the
shoreline interaction and response methods.

It is based on the work of

Gundlach and Hayes (1978) who developed the classification system shown
in Table 3-1.

Complicated and time consuming field studies are needed to

determine the shoreline composition, wave energy, and tidal dynamics in
order to tlassify a coastline.

This classification may also vary for
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Table 3-1 Shoreline Classification System
(Gundlach and Hayes 1978)
Summary ol Propoeed Envlronmanlal Cla11lllcallon In Order of lncreulng
Vulnwablllty to Oil Spltt Damage

Vutne<ablllly
Index

ShOrellne Type

Commenls

Exposed rocky hHdlands

Wave reflecllon keeps mosl of the oll olf-ahora. No clean·up le
necessary.

2

Eroding wavOH:ul
plallorma

Wave swept. Moat oil removed by nalural processes
wllhlnw-s.

3

Fln•grained sand
beaches

011 doesn't penalrale Into Iha aedlmenl, lacllllallng
mechanical removal If neceaaary. Olherwlse, oll may parslal
several monlhs.

Coaro•gralnec:t
HndbMCMe

011 may alnk end/or be burled rapidly making clean·up
dllllcull. Under mode<ate lo high energy condlllona, oll
wlll be removed naturally within month• from moat
ot the beachlace.

5

Expoaed, compacted
lldal flala

· Mosl oll wltt not adhe<e to, nor penetrate Into, the
compacted lldal flat. Clean·up la usually unnecea..ry.

e

Mbed aand and
g1 avel beaches

011 may undergo rapid peneltallon and burlat. Under
moderate to low energy conditions, all may perelat for year1 .

Gravel beaches

Same es abOve. Clean·UP should concentrate on the high·
Ilda awash area. A aolld asphall pavement may form under
heavy oU accumulatlona.

8

ShellBred rocky
coasts

Areas of reduced wave action. 011 may peratat tor many yeat1.
Clean·up la not recommended unless oll concanlrallon la very
heavy.

9

Sheltered lldal
flats

Areas of great biologic activity and low wave energy. 011 may
persist tor years. Clean·up Is not recommended unless oll
accumulallon la vary heavy. These areas should receive
priority protacllon by using booms or oll aorbent materlala.

Sall marshes and

Most producllve ol aquallc environments. 011 may persist tor
years. Cleaning of salt marshes by burning or cutting should
be undertaken only If heavily olled. Mangroves should not be
altered. Protacllon of these environments by booms or sorbant
material should receive first priority.

10

mangroves
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different oil compositions.
have been reduced to four:

In this model, the ten types of coastlines
rocks, beaches, marshes, and man-made

structures.

Modeled Responses

The first decision that the coordinator must make in the event of a
spill is whether or not to respond to it.

Spills which are small,

quickly dispersed or evaporated, or blown out to sea generally do not
require a response.

The coordinator must be aware of the situation at

all times as weather or equipment availability may interfere with
decisions.

In this model, if response is initiated, the coordinator may

contain the spill, clean up the oil, clean up the shoreline, disperse the
oil or any combination of these options.

In defining the response alternatives, each of the above options is
associated with its own set of equipment.
modeled are:

The nine equipment types

booms, vessels, sorbents, sorbent wringers, skimmers,

barges, heavy construction equipment, dispersants and aircraft.

Manual

clean up of the shoreline and spray teams for cleaning rocks are also
possible responses included in the program.

Sources of information on

equipment and their characteristics include reports, manuals, and
advertisements.

The largest source for pollution equipment locations and

characteristics is the Coast Guard's SKIM program which was mentioned
previously.

The following sections describe the responses modeled within

the program and describe the methodology used to develop the techniques.
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All of the equipment modeled share the convnon characteristics shown
in Table 3-2.

The first three pieces of information; location, number of

units and owner, are normally listed in the SKIM data set.
time includes the notification, setup, and travel times.

The response
The travel time

is the time the equipment is in transit from the storage location to the
spill site.

Equipment efficiency is a controversial topic so a review of
existing data as well as assumptions which have been used in previous
modeis is warranted.

Evaluation of equipment in controlled environments

such as the Environmental Protection Agency facility in New Jersey
(Lichte 1979, Schwartz 1979) tend to be over optimistic when compared to
real spills.

Poor performance in the field is usually due to weather or

high sea states, although it is sometimes caused by operator error or
machinery breakdown.

Cochran et al. (1975) and Holmes (1977) provide

efficiency values for specific equipment based on sea state (see Figure
3-1).

Blaikley et al. (1977) and Audunson et al. (1982) have designated

overall "combat efficiencies."

These values are estimates of the amount

of oil cleaned up between the start of the spill and the time that it
reaches shore.

In reviewing reports dealing with real spills (Hess 1978,

Marcoline 1980, O'Brien 1981), it was noted that these "combat
efficiencies" are also too high.

One of the systems rated to be most

efficient, the Coast Guard's skimming barrier, is only rated fair in sea
state 4 (US Coast Guard 1979).

A set of efficiency classes have been
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TABLE 3-2

COMMON CHARACTERISTICS OF EQUIPMENT
Storage Location (Longitude and Latitude)
Number of Units Available

Owner 1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

Government
Private Company
Spill Cooperative
Oil Company or Facility
Contractor

Response Time
Preparation Time
Travel Time

Land

33 mph

Sea Towing
Transit

8 Kts.
12 Kts.
100 Kts.
130 Kts.

Air Helicopter
Plane

Efficiency For Skimmers, Booms, and Wringers
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defined by the author and are shown in Figure 3-1.

These new values

decrease the rated efficiencies to include equipment breakdown or any
other problems which may be encountered.

These classes are used for

booms, skimmers and absorbent wringers.

The responses described below are based on actual responses and the
equipment modeled has characteristics similar to actual gear.

Unless

specifically stated, the modelled parameters are exactly the same as
actual data.

Some generalizations of equipment characteristics are made

to ease computation.

The following section will describe the equipment

characteristics and the methods used to model the responses.

Containment

One of the first responses normally put into action during spills is
containment or protection so it will be the first section of the program
to be discussed.

This modeled response makes use of booms to enclose the

oil and keep it from spreading or to deflect the oil away from vulnerable
areas.

The boom characteristics in Table 3-3 are loosely based on the

U.S. Navy system which defines 3 classes of booms having 8 inch, 16 inch,
and 24 inch drafts respectively.

Additional characteristics come from

Bellantoni (1979), Byroade (1981), Foget (1979), and SKIM.
actual booms with a draft of 60 inches as in class 5.

There are no

This choice has

been included to model attempts to block a narrow breachway or harbor
entrance by dumping sand into it, effectively stopping almost any oil
from entering the protected area.
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Efficiency

+

100

+
80

+

+

Cochran
thickness=> 2.5mm

O

Thickness=<2.5

I
I

Blaikley
Audunson
Model Classes
Ito N

60

40

I

I

20

oJ----+----+---~-----+-~--~~....,.----.,.-~--

o

2

4

3

5

6

Sea State

Figure 3-1

Cleanup Efficiencies
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TABLE 3-3

BOOM CHARACTERISTIC

Class

Draft (in)

Cost

$1/ft./day

1

6

2

12

1.25

3

24

2.00

4

36

2.00

5

60

3.00
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The deployment of booms during a spill requires vessels of one type
or another.

In this model, the vessel characteristics shown in Table 3-4

were taken from SKIM, Byroade (1981) and the Argo Merchant report
(1978).

The smaller vessels are in general used nearshore while the

larger ones are used offshore.

These vessels are utilized in other

response alternatives as well.

The boom itself is modeled after Swanson and Spaulding (1980) who
combined research from Cross and Hoult (1971) and Abrahams (1977).

In

this model, the trajectory of the center of the surface spillet must pass
between the end points of the boom otherwise the oil is not contained.
After the oil is inside the boom, there are two methods by which it can
leave, assuming that the current direction does not change.

First, if

high currents are present, oil can be entrained into the water column, so
particles are created based on the loss values of Abrahams (1977).
Second, the amount of oil which the boom can hold is limited by the
efficiencies described before in Figure 3-1 .

Higher sea states can cause

a pumping action which allows some oil to go over or under the boom.

If

this occurs the program creates another surface spillet on the far side.
A more detailed description of this algorithm is contained in Appendix B.

When activating a containment response, the user supplies inputs
include the boom end locations, the classes of the boom and vessels .
vessel is deployed for every 200 meters of boom and all equipment is
deployed until the user retrieves it.
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One

TABLE 3-4

VESSEL CHARACTERISTICS

Class

Length

Cost

1

> 30 ft.

$150-350/day

2

< 30 ft.

$400-2400
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Cleanup

For cleanup on water during a spill, skinvners and absorbents can be
deployed by the user to pick up the oil and remove it from the area. In
this program, methods utilize several different types of equipment and
several classes of skinvners and absorbents.

Absorbents from various manufacturers come in a wide variety of
types, weights, and materials and the general parameters used in this
model are listed in Table 3-5.

These values are taken from Foget et al.

(1979), Beach (1978) and manufacturers literature such as the National
Conventioneer (1979).

The cost ranges from $0.30 to $4.00 per pound.

The pickup ratios, which are the amounts of oil picked up per pound of
absorbent material, depend on the type of absorbent, the material of
which it is constructed and the weight of the oil.

Pickup ratios vary

from four for straw to a ratio of nineteen for some newer materials when
heavy oil is retrieved in this model.

Absorbent booms are constructed of the same type materials as
absorbents but are 6 to 10 feet long and weigh 10- 20 pounds.
section costs between $40 and $60.

Each

The pickup ratio can vary, although

for this study a value higher than the other absorbents is used.
value of 20 assumes that the booms are
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thor~ughly

This

saturated before being

TABLE 3-5

ABSORBENT CHARACTERISTICS

Class

Type

l

P111 ows

2

Weight (lb.)

Cost

3

$10

Rolls

30

$125

3

Bales

50

$200

4

Sheets

1-10

$4-25

5

Bags

l 0-25

$12-60

6

Straw

30

$5
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recovered.

The booms have a diameter of 6 to 9 inches and can normally

stop oil movement in very low currents.

In order to reduce computations,

the absorbent booms used in this model do not affect oil movement.

Another method for oil pickup during spills is sorbent wringers.
These use an absorbent belt on a pulley system with a wringer at one end
to squeeze out the recovered oil.
among manufacturers.

The characteristics can vary greatly

The characteristics used in this model, in Table

3-6, are based on literature from Oilmop Inc.

A normal absorbent deployment in this program involves one type of
absorbent and vessels if requested by the user.

After entering the

approximate position of the oil location, the effort is initiated and up
to one-half of a metric ton is cleaned up from the closest sp1llet every
30 minutes.

The efficiency of the wringers are taken from Figure 3-1.

They remain deployed until retrieved by the user.

The other method available to the user for cleanup on water is the
use of skimmers whose characteristics are in Table 3-7.

These are taken

from SKIM, Foget (1979), Beach (1978), and Schwartz (1979).

The classes

are based on U.S. Navy classifications and the efficiencies are those
shown in Fig. 3-1.

A method of storage is included for the skimmer's use.

When

skimmers are being used near the coast, a tank truck is assigned by the
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TABLE 3-6

WRINGER CHARACTERISTICS

Class

Rate ( ga 1. /hr. )

Cost/day

1

210

$ 50

2

336

$300

3

588

$400

4

3150

$550
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TABLE 3-7

SKIMMER CHARACTERISTICS

Class

Work Rate (gal./hr.)

Cost/day

l

25

$ 100

2

200

$ 400

3

700

$ 650

4

1000

$1000
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model.

The characteristics of the trucks are capacity (2500-6000

gallons) and cost per hour ($40 - $15) and are taken from SKIM and
Byroade (1981).

For offshore spills, floating storage is deployed.

In

the field, the two types of containers are steel barges which range from
1150 to 150,000 gallons capacity and flexible rubber bladders which can
hold 50 to 6400 gallons.

The characteristics in Table 3-8 cover this

range and are taken from Allen (1982), SKIM and Bellantoni (1979).

The

cost includes a tug at $100 per hour.

When initiating a skinvner response, the desired position is entered
and the effort operates on the closest surface spillet as the absorbent
efforts did.

Vessels and booms can also. be deployed with a response.

When a boom is used with a skinvner, it is assumed that the boom collects
the oil thus increasing the skinvner efficiency but not inhibiting the
movement of the oil.

The user must discontinue this response when

cleanup is completed.

Cleanup on shore

Shoreline cleanup requires different types of equipment and
techniques which are dependent upon weather, oil composition, and
shoreline type.

In his manual for on-scene coordinators, Byroade (1981)

has detailed 23 methods which use various types and combinations of
personnel and equipment.

The options which Byroade has described have

been reduced for this program and configured such that one cleanup
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TABLE 3-8

BARGE CHARACTERISTICS

Capacity ( ga 1 . )

Cost/hr.

1

150,000

$500

2

50,000

$300

3

2000

$250

4

50

$100

Class
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technique has been modeled for each type of shoreline and cannot be used
on other types.

The normal procedure suggested by Byroade to clean up beaches is to
use heavy construction equipment.

Premack (1975) and Byroade (1981)

supply the cost of equipment (see Table 3-9) and Byroade calculates the
workrate of several combinations of equipment.

This rate varies from .01

to .165 hectare (10,000 square meters) per hour per piece of equipment and
the averages are shown in Table 3-9.

No work is performed on the beach

unless the mass density is greater than .1 tons per kilometer of shoreline.

Spray teams can be deployed in this program to clean rocks and
man-made structures.

They can clean fifty square meters per hour and cost

$30 an hour (Byroade 1981).

Normally, the oil/water mixture which flows

off the rocks runs into trenches or a boom where a skimmer or pump removes
it, but this additional operation is not included in this program.

Byroade suggests that manual cleanup be performed if the spill occurs
in vulnerable areas such as marshes because of the potential damage which
can be done by heavy equipment or high pressure hoses.

Personnel can cut

away damaged vegetation at a rate of 65 square meters per day (Byroade
1981).

This cleanup rate may be too high if small patches of oil need to

be shoveled out but it is used here due to lack of a better estimate.
Personnel costs range from $13 to $50 per hour.

The higher values

represent supervisors and foreman who comprise a smaller percentage of the
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TABLE 3-9

HEAVY CONSTRUCTION EQUIPMENT
Class

Type

Cost/hr.

Cost Fuel/hr.

Work rate
(Hectare/hr.)

1

Frontend loader

2

$25

$12

.06

Bulldozer

25

12

.03

3

Grader

25

12

.1

4

Backhoe

25

12

.02
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workforce so a cost of $20 per hour, near the lower end of the range, is
used.

Again, the final step in the cleanup, removal of the debris from

the area, is not included in this program.

When initiating a cleanup response, the user inputs a location and
decides which equipment and personnel are to be deployed.

The response

will then clean any oiled shore within a 1000 meter radius.

Calculations

are performed which assumes that the oil is dispersed over a ten meter
width of beach.

This is considered an average value since marshes will

have larger areas and man-made structures a smaller value.
oil on the shore
cover.

i~

The amount of

reduced by the fraction of area which an effort can

The user must terminate the response when cleanup is no longer

needed.

Oispersants

One response which sees limited use in the field is the deployment
of dispersants.

Dispersants are chemicals which break up the oil.

This

causes the oil to enter the water column so there are strict regulations
in force governing their use in shallow coastal waters.

The capability of

dispersants has been included in this model for research purposes.

The use of dispersants require the chemical, usually in liquid form,
and a deployment platform, usually a vessel or aircraft.

The cost of the

dispersant varies from $2 to $8 per .liter with their efficiency a function
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of method of application, the weather and oil properties.

The methods of

application and accompanying parameters are discussed below.

Deployment platforms for dispersing are vessels, helicopters and
fixed wing aircraft and their dispersant operation parameters for this
model are listed in Table 3-10.
(1978).

These are average values taken from Beach

Allen (1982) and McAuliffe et al. (1979).

The volumes are fixed

by capacities and the distribution and rates are based on average speeds
of the aircraft and vessels.

The vessel characteristics were discussed in

the section describing containment and the aircraft characteristics are
shown in Table 3-11.

The vessels take 12-13 hours to apply the dispersant

on the oil and the aircraft can perform this job in less than 30 minutes.
Efficiency data were collected by McAuliffe et al. (1979) during tests off
Southern California and the values used in the model are based on this
research.

The efficiency of dispersants depends on the weather and the

time after the spill when it is applied.

The first set of efficiencies in

Table 3-10 are average values for newly spilled oil and the others are for
weathered oil.

For a dispersant effort, the user inputs the approximate location and
selects the delivery platform to be used (vessel, helicopter, or
airplane).
values.

This selection results in the assignment of the remaining

The closest surface spillet or a fraction of the spillet is then

treated until the amount of dispersant is depleted.
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TABLE 3-10

DISPERSANT OPERATION PROPERTIES

Helicopter

Plane

Vessel

Volume (liters)

150

600

1000

Distribution (liter/m 2)

.005

.005

.004

Rate (liter/hr.)

300

200

75

Efficiency (percent)

30

40

50

Efficiency (after 2 hrs)

21

28

35
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TABLE 3-11

AIRCRAFT CHARACTERISTICS

Type

Cost

Plane

$300/hr

Helicopter

400
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Spill Impact and Costs

The next step performed by the program is to determine the impact of
an oil spill on a region.
intensity of an

impact~

There are many aspects which influence the
Large spills with heavy types of oil cause

serious effects especially if long sections of vulnerable coastlines or
critical areas are affected.

The result could be an increased mortality

rate for animals which may reside in a particular location during certain
times of the year, either on land, in the water column, or on the sea
floor.

Sea state, currents and weather can change the effect by moving

the oil toward or away from an area or by changing the effectiveness of a
response technique.

The method used to determine impact in this model is

presented below.

Many people have attempted to quantify impact, although most
research is directed towards the economic effect on a region.

The most

extensive work has been on the impact of the Amoco Cadiz (Auguier 1982,
Hess 1978, Meade 1982).

Recently the Massachusetts Institute of

Technology has developed a model which attempts to addresses all aspects
of spill impact (Nyhart et al. 1981, Oil Spill Clean Up 1981).

Both of

these studies are too specific and contain too many variables, so a
generic method is needed which can be used for any type of location or
spill.
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Schulze's (1981) reconrnendation was to find conrnon denominators and
his measure of impact is the product of the volume of the spill, the
sensitivity and the area of the region affected.

A high value indicates

a large impact and results can be compared at times of interest or summed
over the length of the spill.

This will permit comparison of various

responses for the same spill.

Schulze's work has been modified for

thisresearch.

The volume of the spill has been removed as a parameter

because the user has no control over it.

The area affected and the

sensitivity of that region are then the main parameters and these factors
are calculated for the surface oil, the subsurface oil, and the oil on
the shoreline.

The amount of area affected is first determined.

For the surface

oil, the area covered by individual spillets is calculated. No correction
is made for overlapping areas which may resu·lt in overestimates of area
for closely spaced spillets.

The calculation of the area affected by

subsurface oil is more complicated.

Subsurface droplets are tracked with

respect to a rectangular expanding grid which is three-dimensional and
the concentration is calculated at each grid point.

For impact

calculations, vertical sections are averaged and the result is a
two -dimensional horizontal grid of concentrations.

1

If the concentration

of these vertically averaged sections exceeds a user defined value, the
area which is covered by that section is sunmed.

The minimum

concentration chosen is a function of the resistance to oil of the
organisms in the area.

Some nominal values for the mortality as a
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function of oil concentration are shown in Table 3-12.

Reed (1980) used

a concentration of 50 ppm for fish studies in Georges Bank.

The amount of oil on the shoreline can vary and the program
calculates impact based on a minimum shoreline

density~

After the Amoco

Cadiz, researchers found oil in the coastline soil with densities of 5 to
50 tons per kilometer at thicknesses ranging from 4 to 100 millimeters
(Hess 1978).

For this research, an average width .of 10 meters is assumed

to be affected and a minimum threshold value of .5 tons per kilometer is
used.

The threshold can be changed by the user in the plotting programs

at the end of the main program.

The sensitivity to a spill is defined as the combined ecological and
social impact on the area.

Each region is assigned a weighting factor

which is somewhat arbitrary, but can be changed in the program depending
upon the research being performed.

At this time, the subsurface is taken

to be twice as sensitive as the surface and the shoreline region is three
times as sensitive.
value.

Each of the shoreline types have been assigned a

Rocky and man-made coasts are assigned a weight of one, beaches a

weight of one and one-half and marshes a weight of two.

This system

results in the marshes receiving six times the weight in calculating
impact as the surface.
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Table 3-12

(Malins 1977)

Acute toxicit9 of petroleum to marine animals.
Organism

Material Tested

Finfish
Larvae and eggs
Pelagic crustacea

Soluble hydrocarbons

Lethal Concentration
.e.E'!!!

Benthic crustacea

Gaatropods
Bivalves
Other benthic

5-50
O. l-l. 0
1-10
l-10
10-100
5-500
l-10

invertebrates

Fin fish
Larvae and eggs

No. 2 fuel oil/kerosine

Pelagic crustacea

Benthic crustacea
Gastropods
Bivalves

Other benthic

550
0.1-4.0
5-50
5-50
50 -500
30,000-40,000
5-50

invertebrates

Finfish
Larvae and eggs

Fresh crude oil

Pelagic crustacea
Benthic crustacea
Gn~troportA

88-18,000
0.1-100
100-40,000
56
7

Bivalvc!=i

l,000-1 00 , 00()

Other benthic

100-6,100

invertebrates

Finf ish

Gasoline

Diesel fuel
Fin fish
Larvae and eggs

Waste oil

Pelagic crustacea

Fin fish

Residual oils
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91
240-420
l, 700
l- >25
15- >50
2,000-10,000

The complete equation for impact is shown below:

IMPACT= ASUR + (2 X ASUB) + l[AROCK + AMMAO + (1.5 X ABECH) ·
+ (2.0 X AMAR)]

where:

ASUR - area covered by surface oil
ASUB - extent of subsurface oil
AROCK - length of rocky coastline oiled
AMMAO - length of man-made structures oiled
ABE CH - length of beach oiled
AMAR - length of marsh coastline oiled

The final value can be somewhat misleading because the area results are
dependent upon the minimum levels chosen by the user for the subsurface
concentration and the oil density on shore.

2

For example, a (3330m )

meter section of beach has the same impact as a 70 meter square
(4900m2) of subsurface oil or a surface spillet with a radius of 56
meters (•x56 2 m2).

When comparing costs of spills, the literature tends to normalize
the amount by determining the money spent per ton of oil spilled or ton
of oil cleaned up.

The values in Table 3-13 reflect actual spills as

well as modeled spills.

Normally, the cost of a spill is greatly

increased when the oil is washed ashore . The shoreline was heavely oiled
during the Tamano and Amoco Cadiz spills so the costs associated
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~ith

the

TABLE 3-13

OIL SPILL COSTS (1984 Dollars)

11 O per ton spi 11 ed

ARGO MERCHANT

$

TAMANO

$ 20.000 per ton spilled

AMOCO CADIZ

$ 81.500 per ton spilled
$246.000 per ton cleaned up

FRANKLIN

$163-$530 per ton cleaned up

HOLMES

$21-$116 per ton cleaned up offshore
$59-$62 per ton cleaned up inshore
$16-$326 per ton cleaned up on shore

LITTLE

$3573 per ton spilled
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TABLE 3-13

OIL SPILL COSTS (1984 Dollars)

11 O per ton spilled

ARGO MERCHANT

$

TAMANO

$ 28,000 per ton spilled

AMOCO CADIZ

$ 81,500 per ton spilled
$246,000 per ton cleaned up

FRANKLIN

$163-$530 per ton cleaned up

HOLMES

$21-$116 per ton cleaned up offshore
$59-$62 per ton cleaned up inshore
$16-$326 per ton cleaned up on shore

LITTLE

$3573 per ton spilled
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responses are much higher than the others values in the table.

The cost

of the response per ton spilled may be more applicable because, as in the
case of the Argo Merchant. oil is not always cleaned up.

This program allows a user to run a specific spill and then rerun it
using various response techniques.

Since not every possible response and

equipment is modeled in this program, the impacts and costs may not
compare to actual data.

The relative impacts and costs of various

responses can be compared to determine which methods are more effective.
The user will learn the appropriate questions and problems associated
with the various methods and can implement this knowledge during actual
spills.

Model Integration

There were two steps performed for model integration after the
detailed routines were developed.

The first was to combine all of the

modeled processes, responses and evaluation methods into a workable
interactive model.

Then, programs which handle all aspects of input and

output data were developed.

During both steps. the algorithms were

designed to allow easy use of the program and to allow as much
flexibility as possible.

This results in three sets of programs:

1) a

group for manipulating and plotting input data for the main program; 2) a
main section containing the routines, for modeled processes and responses
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and; 3) programs which process and plot the output results from the main
program.

The main program's framework will be discussed below followed

by an explanation of the input and output programs and the resulting
graphics.

The ma1n simulation is set up in sections so that for each time
step, the model handles, under user control, implementation of the
theoretical routines.

When the user initializes the model, the program

offers two major options.

If the subsurface portion of the oil is not

· considered to be important for a run, the program will allow an
abbreviated run which does not create subsurface particles and track
them.

All other processes are included and the mass balance still

includes subsurface oil.

This alternative is preferred for simple

trajectory studies as it is substantially faster.
offered regarding input data.

An option is also

At each time step, a user can change any

value of the environmental input.

This option provides flexibility

during a research or trajectory study by allowing use of data which is
not available.

One example of this is to have the wind blow from a

specific direction for a certain length of time.

For training runs, this

option is not desireable.

During a run the user is continually queried by the program
regarding the information she/he might like to see and the action to be
taken.

For example, the location of surface oil is displayed by a map of

the spill area at the user's request.

Figure 3-2 shows such a map.
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Figure 3-2
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Other information which can be supplied by the model at the user's
request includes updates of equipment deployment, in Figure 3-3, current
costs, Figure 3-4 and the impact of the spill, Figure 3-5.

Predicted

wind and sea states in a format typically seen by an on-scene
coordinator, can also be listed if the user desires.

The next phase of model integration was the development of programs
to setup and check the input data.

These programs handle the

environmental data; wind, currents, temperature, sea states, tidal
heights, depths and shoreli~e location, required as input.

The data are

put into the correct format for use in the main simulation by these
programs.

A database of information which covers an extended period of

time and a large region can be collected . The database of shoreline
points, which are stored as digitized points using longitude and
latitude, is searched to find those which are in the study are.

The

remaining environmental data are defined by a grid with a specific origin
in longitude and latitude and an angle with respect to lines of constant
latitude.
(1980).

A detailed explanation of these grids can be found in [Wilson]
The input programs are designed to select a portion of the

environmental database by utilizing spill location, time of spill, and
the desired length of the simulation.

By choosing only a portion of the

data base, computer time and space can be reduced.
then be reviewed by numerous plotting programs.

The input data can

The study area and

shoreline can be examined by plots such as Figure 3-6.

This map can be

expanded to include shoreline types, boat launch facilities and access
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Figure 3-3

Typical Display Concerning Responses

SKIM"ING CAN BE DONE FRO" SHORE OR DEDICATED UNITS
DO YOU WANT TO INITIATE A SKl""ER RESPONSE?
'oo YOU WANT TO DEPLOY A SKl"ttER?
DO YOU WANT A SKI""ER/WRIHGER STATUS REPORT?
YES
THE 1 SKI""ER IS OPERATING AT 71.Sl WAND 41.342 N
AHO STARTED AT TI"E
11 .28
:IT IS A 1 CLASS SKI""ER AND JS WORKING AT
8.38 TONS/"INUTE
. IT HAS
2 BOATS
IT HAS
1 TRUCKS
00 YOU WANT TO STOP A SKI""ER OR WRINGER RESPONSE?
CLEANUP OH SHORE INCLUDES
SPRAYlNG, HEAVY EQUJP"ENT AND "AHUAL CLEANUP
DO YOU WANT TO START UP ONE OF THESE?
00 YOU WANT TO INITIATE A RESPONSE?
DO YOU WANT A SHORE CLEANUP STATUS REPORT?
YES
THE 1 EFFORT IS AT 71.67 WAND 41.35 N
IT STARTS AT TI"E
6.49
IT HAS
2 PIECES OF EQUIP"ENT
IT HAS
20 CLEANUP PERSONNEL
IT HAS
2 SPRAY TEA"S
?

Figure 3-4

Typical Display Showing Cos t s

13.987
UACUU" TRUCKS BOO"S
8.88
58.88
AIRCRAFT
DISPERSANTS
8 . 88
8.88
BARGES
SKI""ERS
SKH1"IHG
8.80
150 . 88
3100.00
SORBENTS
BOO"S
ABSORPTION
8 . 88
8.08
0.00
SPRAY TEA"S
SHORE CLEANUP HEAUY EQUIP
8.88
8.88
0.00
BOATS
2900.00
COST/"ETRJC
TOTAL
COST/"ETRIC
TON CLEANED UP
TOH SPILLED
99.85
62.88

THE COSTS AT TI"E
COHTAIHl1EHT
0.00
DISPERSING
0.00

?
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WRINGERS
8.88
"ANUAL PICKUP
8.88

THE AREA COVERED BY SURFACE OIL AHO SUBSURFACE ARE
8.~~
8.88 SQUARE KILOflETERS
THERE ARE
8.26 KILO"ETERS OF BEACH
8.88 KILO"ETERS OF ROCKS
8.88 KILO"ETERS OF "AH•"ADE
8.88 KILO"ETERS OF "ARSH
THE I"PACT OF THE SURFACE OIL AHO SUBSURFACE OIL ARE
8.55
8.88
THE SHORELINE I"PACT IS
8.12
RESULTING IN A I"PACT THIS STEP OF
8.66
TOTAL I"PACT OF SPILL IS
25.86
?

Figure 3-5 Typical Display Showing Impact
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71. 4

41 . 4

41 . 3

41 . 2

Figure 3-6 Plot of Grid System
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points.

Other graphs such as wind speed and direction can be generated

{see Figure 3-7) and maps showing currents can be displayed as in Figure
These plots can be displayed interactively or on a

3-8.

plott~r

using

CALCOMP plotting routines.

Other data needed as input to the program and not manipulated by any
of the input programs are the locations and characteristics of response
equipment.

The type of data needed and references to it were explained

1n the previous sections of this chapter.

This data is stored on a

separate computer file which is typed in manually by the programmer, not
to be accessed by the user and is unique to each area.

After a run, data from ·the model are converted to a format
acceptable by the programs which review the results of the run.

The user

defines the minimum surface oil thickness and the minimum subsurface
concentration to be used for the remainder of the four output programs.
A map of the area (see Figure 3-9) can show the oil locations for any
multiple of time steps.
plotted.

Subsurface particle positions can also be

The final programs plot graphs of mass balance (Figure 3-10),

areal extent of surface and subsurface (Figure 3- 11) and impact (Figure
3-12).

All of these plot cumulative values.

For example, in Figure

3-10, the amount of mass deposited onshore is the difference between

curves one and six.

Like the input plots, user can run these programs

interactively or use the CALCOMP software for hard copy.

After a

simulation, these programs can be used many times with changes in the
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WIND SPEED AND DIRECTION
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Figure 3-9 Plot of Oil Locations
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various input parameters in order to study their effect.

One example of

this is shown in Figure 3-13, indicating the difference in impact between
a minimum shoreline oil density of 1.0 and 2.0 tons per kilometer.

More details of the processes, responses and operation of the
program can be found in [Wilson] (1980) and the Appendices.

In the next

chapter validations and applications of the model are presented.
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CHAPTER IV
VALIDATION AND APPLICATIONS

The validation and application of this model involved several
steps.

First, a region was picked and an input data base created.

Next,

actual spills were compared to model runs and finally a set of sample
runs have been executed to show the potential of the model.

This chapter

describes the setup of the model for the Rhode Island coastal area and
the resulting runs.

The Rhode Island coastal zone was chosen due to its proximity, and
the availability of required data.

Also, Narragansett Bay and the Block

Island/Rhode Island Sounds have tankers passing through to Providence,
New York and Boston (Bell 1981) and thus provides potential for future
spills.

The largest spill documented was the vessel Pennant, which went

aground in northern Narragansett Bay in April, 1973 spilling 252,000
gallons (1000 metric tons).

A smaller documented spill of 1400 gallons

occurred off Quonset Point in November, 1976.

For training

us~.

extensive wind data is available for the years 1977 and 1978 hence this
was the period for which a data base has been created.

The environmental

inputs for Narragansett Bay and the Block Island/Rhode Island Sounds
originate from different sources.

As each of the environmental inputs

are explained below, the differences between each region will be pointed
out.
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Simulation Setup

Wind

Two sets of wind data were collected.

The major source of

Narrangansett Bay winds are observations from Green Airport in Warwick,
R.I.

Wind speed and direction is recorded every three hours although

there are gaps in the data from time to time.

For the Block Island/Rhode

Island Sound region, wind recorded in Charlestown, Rhode Island during
1977 and 1978 is used.

The data were taken hourly at a height of 33

meters (Snooks and Jacobson 1979).

Gordon, (personal communication)

found that the energy spectrum of the Charlestown data is very similar to
the Green Airport data for times longer than one day.

Weather Service data has been used to simulate wind predictions.
The U.S. Department of Commerce publishes a monthly summary of local
weather which includes the resultant wind direction and speed each day.
For use in this work, these data were rounded off to the nearest eight
points of the compass and nearest increment of 5 knots so as to simulate
typical information which would be passed to an on -scene commander.
example, a calculated resultant of 9 knots with a direction of 135
degrees will yield a prediction of Northwest winds at 5 to 10 knots.
Additional examples of wind predictions will be seen dur i ng an
application run later in this chapter.
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For

Currents

Current data for Narragansett Bay was based on Gordon (1982) who
suggested that tidal currents are important for mixing and wind currents
are significant for sub-tidal flows.

At times, density and continental

shelf events such as storms can greatly influence currents.

Development

of a sophisticated wind current model is not within the scope of this
research so values from a tidal current model developed by Spaulding and
Swanson (1976) are used.

This model calculates currents in a 68 by 112

rectangular grid with spacing of one-fifth of a nautical mile (see Figure
4-1).

Currents from this tidal model are entered into the main program

approximately every one-half hour.

To save time and space, only about

one-half of the grids are used for a simulation.

Several studies serve as a background for the selection of the
currents in Block Island and Rhode Island Sounds.

Collins (1977) carried

out a study using 600 surface and bottom drifters.

Drifters do not give

accurate speeds but trends can be established and this study indicates
that northerly and north-westerly winds cause the surface currents to
move offshore in the winter.
cause the opposite effect.

During the summer, south-westerly winds
The bottom currents generally move opposite

the surface but are more complex due to bottom topography.

A study by

Shonting (1969) indicates that the surface currents are predominantly
non -tidal but the bottom currents are rotary similar to tidal currents.
The latest research indicates that most of the energy is in tidal
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currents and that this energy increases with distance offshore and
somewhat with depth (Snooks and Jacobson, 1981).

Since a tidal current

model is available (Beachamp 1979), it is used for this study.

The model

covers the shelf from the western end of Long Island Sound to Buzzards
Bay but for this application, just a portion is used (Figure 4-2).

The

grid separation is one nautical mile and makes an angle of about 15
degrees with lines of constant latitude.

Temperature

For sea water temperature, data has been obtained from various
sources including Snooks and Jacobson (1979), Gordon (1982) as well as
various personnel from the Graduate School of Oceanography at the
University of Rhode Island.

The values in Table 4-1 are average because

the actual temperatures vary greatly, especially within the Bay,
depending upon depth, weather and tidal motions.

Sea State

Very little sea state data is available for this region but it is
needed to calculate cleanup efficiencies.

Bellantoni (1979) discusses

sea state probability which gives the percentage of time that the
waveheight exceeds a given value during a season but this is based on
ship observations offshore.

A set of sea state values for Narragansett

Bay and Block Island/Rhode Island Sound Areas was calculated from the
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TABLE 4-1.

Average Monthly Water Temperature (°C)
NARRAGANSETT

MONTH

BLOCK ISLAND SOUND

BAY

Jan.

6.9

1. 5

Feb.

5.3

1

March

5.0

4

April

6.4

7.75

May

9.2

June

14.4

17

July

18. 6

20

Aug.

20.4

22

Sept.

18.0

12

Oct.

15. 5

10

Nov.

12 .4

8

Dec.

9.4

2

11. 5
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Shore Protection Manual (1975) using the forecasting curves.

The

definition of sea state is based on the minimum wave height values in
Table 4-2.

The wind data every three hours from Green Airport was used

for the entire region.

The bay is fetch limited to one nautical mile in

the east-west direction and twenty nautical miles in the north-south
direction.

The values in Table 4-3 are assigned to the entire bay

although in reality coves and inlets would have smaller waves.

When

reviewing the sea states calculated for 1977 and 1978, it is rare that a
sea state of 2 is exceeded and this is consistent with the limited
reports available for the Narragansett Bay.

For the Sound region, the

waves are fetch limited if the wind is from the north east or west but
are not if the wind is from the south.

The winds from the south are

assumed to be duration limited to nine hours for this application.

Bathymetry

Depths for these runs were gathered from charts by choosing points
which coincided with the current grids.

The Narragansett Bay depth grid

is one-fifth of a nautical mile and the spacing in the Sounds is one-half
of a nautical mile.

Coastline

The shoreline has been digitized and stored using longitude and
latitude and each point is assigned a coastline type.
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The shoreline of

TABLE 4-2.

Sea State Wave Heights

SEA STATE

MINIMUM WAVE HEIGHT

0

0.0

l

0.75

2

2.2

3

4.0

4

6.4

5

10.0

6

14.0
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TABLE 4-3.

Assigned Sea States

NARRAGANSETT BAY
North- South (20 mile

East-West (1 Mile Fetch)

WINO (Knots)
Fetch)

0

0

0

10

o

1

20

1

2

30

2

3

BLOCK ISLAND SOUND
WIND

East-West
( 21 mile Fetch)

WIND

North
(7 mile Fetch)

South (Limited Duration)
3 (hours)

6

9

0

o

o

0

0

o

o

10

1

0

5

0

15

1

l

10

1

2

2

20

2

l

15

2

2

3

25

2

2

20

3

3

4

30

3

3

25

3

4

5

730

4

3

30

4

4

5

35

4

5

6

735

5

6

6
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the bay seen in Figure 4-1 contains 11,700 points with an average
separation of about 45 meters.

There are 3,200 points in the Sound ' s

·shoreline (Figure 4-2) with an average spacing of 223 meters .

The

information for the type of shoreline is based on Olsen (1980) and the
Coastal Resources Center (1980) with additional information taken from
maritime charts .

Equipment

The characteristics and locations of the equipment availab le are
predominantly taken from the Coast Guard's SKIM output for this region.
Information for a local cooperative, Clean Atlantic Associates, was
obtained from Allen (1982) while Premack (1975) supplied information
concerning municipal equipment.

Some equipment from outside the region

is listed by Bellantani (1979).

Generic equipment types have been added

to insure that the user will not deplete the stored equipment.

For

example, there are five units of each class of skinrner stored in
Providence, in addition to any others listed in SKIM.

Process Validation

The process validation uses data from two different spills in
Narragansett Bay . Sample runs have been performed and the model results
compared to reports concerning the actual spill.
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Data from a small spill

which occurred off Quonset Point in 1976 has been reported by Noll and
Spaulding (1977).

The On-Scene Coordinators report supplied information

about the spill of the merchant vessel PENNANT in 1973.

Quonset Point Spill

The first spill used for validation occurred on the morning of
November 9, 1976 near Quonset Point.

It was estimated that 1400 gallons

(5.7 metric tons) was spilled and washed ashore at Sand Cove on Prudence
Island.

The plots showing the run are presented in Figure 4-3.

The

final mass distribution is shown in Figure 4-4 and it indicates that all
three spillets simulated are completely ashore within about 20 hours.
The trajectory of the surface oil was similar to that of a previous
simulation by Noll and Spaulding.

This was expected given that the same

environmental parameters, wind drift angle of twenty degrees and a drift
factor of 3 1/2 percent were used, but it does show that the formulation
of the model is consistent with that of Noll and Spaulding.

Also

simulated in this run was the behavior of the subsurface oil.

The

minimum concentration within the square sections in Figure 4-3 is .001
gm/cm 3 (10 parts per billion). The subsurface is spread out over a
large area for more than two days after the initial spill.

In narrow

estuaries such as Narragansett Bay. cyclic tidal currents alone cannot
disperse subsurface oil, it is usually lost through interactions with the
shore or the bottom.

Figure 4-5 shows the impact of a minimum subsurface

concentration of 100 ppb.

After about 21 hours, the contribution to the
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impact of the surface oil and oil reaching the shoreline remains the
same.

The subsurface is relatively less important.

The curves level off

because the program, does not operate on spillets smaller than .1 metric
tons.

Pennant Spill

The second spill simulated was that of Ll/TK Pennant which went
aground in upper Narragansett Bay on April 9, 1973 spilling 252,000
gallons (about 1000 metric tons) .

The report of the on-scene commander

(Pennant 1973) indicates that heavy oil came ashore at Warwick (point B)
and later covered the shoreline at the other three points (A, C and D)
noted in Figure 4-6a.

Ultimately, a total of 13 . 6 kilometers of

coastline was oiled, the heaviest area hit being the Old Mill Creek area
in Warwick which . is just above point B.

The first attempt at simulating this spill assumed that most of the
oil was released at the grounding site shown as a cross near the bottom
of Figure 4-6a.

The spill first came ashore at point A but never touched

the Warwick shore (8).

Given that this run did not simulate the observed

spill very well, the simulation was repeated with the twenty degree wind
deflection removed.

The initial three spillet positions were spread over

l 1/2 hours and four miles up the ship channel, assuming that the tanker
leaked during and after the grounding.

Figure 4-6 documents this

simulation showing two of the spillets arrive on the Warwick shore.
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During the actual spill, some oil did come ashore very early south of
North Point (point D) but the markings in Figure 4-6a indicate that only
subsurface particles have come ashore here.

No oil was stranded at

point A during the simulation, although the northern-most spillet
overlaps the shoreline during some time steps.

This was due to the

shoreline interaction routine which deposits oil on shore only when the
center of a spillet crosses the shoreline.

The amount of shoreline oiled

for this simulation was 12.3 kilometers which is close to the original
value but the locations are not exactly the same.

The mass distribution

(Figure 4-7) indicates that all the surface oil is dispersed within 48
hours.

A minimum concentration of 50 parts per billion was chosen for the
impact plot (Figure 4-8).

It can be seen that the subsurface dominates

the impact for the first 48 hours at which time the shoreline impact
becomes more important.

Little additional oil is stranded after the

first 50 hours so the impact is constant and curves 2 and 3 are identical
in shape.

The subsurface curve is irregular because the number of grids

which exceed the minimum concentration change rapidly resulting in
changes in area exposed and the resulting impact.

There are many reasons why this simulation did not match the actual
spill.

First, waves coming from the south were reported to be as high as

four feet during the first eight hours of the spill .

This could have

caused oil to come ashore along the northern coast where this model does
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not predict it.

The wind record used in the simulation may also be

erroneous due to the difference of space and time with respect to Green
Airport.

The wind was from the east at one point at the spill site

according to the Coast Guard (Pennant 1973), but the airport recorded
winds from the southeast.

Furthermore, the airport records the wind

every three hours so that any fluctuations in speed and direction between
these times are not included in the data.

This run is a good example of

how a response is dependent upon the quality of data received by the
coordinator.

If the coordinator using only wind data from Green Airport,

placed his response equipment, at sites suggested by the model, at least
one section of coast would not have been covered.

The two spills simulated above indicate that within the limitations
of the environmental data the model does a reasonable job of predicting
the behavior of oil in coastal waters.

It provides new insight for

researchers who are trying to determine the affect of oil on subsurface
organisms.

The program can also supply information for personnel

responsible for planning and implementing cleanup strategies.

The next

section will give some simple examples which use the response section of
the model and the training aspects which have been integrated into it.

Training Application

A simple simulation. has been set up for upper Narragansett Bay to
demonstrate the model's capabilities.

This simulation is a 50 ton spill
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(12,500 gallons) of number 2 fuel oil on January 2, 1977 and is
represented by one spillet.

The wind for the first 4 1/2 days is shown

in Figure 4-9 and the predicted winds are in Table 4-4.

The predictions

for days 1, 2 and 4 are in general agreement with the actual winds,
however, the third day is off due to a wtnd shift during the middle of
the day .

This is the same type of predicted data an on-scene coordinator

would get from a local weather bureau and the information which is passed
to the user in this program.

A student using the program for training

will initially not see the actual winds that the model uses.

Maps of the spill without any response are shown in Figure 4-10
every 5.9 hours.

The subsurface contours represent a concentration of 10

parts per billion.

A drift angle of twenty degrees was used.

It can be

seen that the wind blows the spillet south for the first 24 hours and
then moves it north with the help of some current.

At about the 34 hour

mark, it is moved south again along the shore and then is pushed slowly
towards the northwest off the coast until the wind shifts and it comes
ashore a third time.

The mass balance and impact of this spill is shown

in Figures 4-11 and 4-12.

The majority of the oil is beached in the

first eight hours and between 28 to 32 hours after the start.

The

subsurface ceases to be significant after about 28 hours although it
dominates for the first 20 hours.

The simulation was repeated with two different cleanup responses .
Sunrnaries of these responses are shown in Table 4-5.
typical of what a coordinator would execute.
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TABLE 4-4 WINO PREDICTIONS

DAY

1

NW

5-10 KNOTS

2

SW

0-5

3

w

0-5

4

N

. 5-10

5

N

5-10
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TABLE 4-5.
RESPONSE 1

RESPONSE 2

CLEANUP APPLICATION
SHORELINE CLEAN UP
Team 1

deployed at 6.22 hours
3 pieces heavy equipment 3. spray crews
retrieved at 40 hours ·

Team 2

deployed at 6.B3 hours
3 pieces heavy equipment
3 spray crews
retrieval at 11.4 hours

SKIMMER

deployed 6.35 hours
class l skimmer
3 tons per times step
retrieved at 11 .8 hours

COSTS

shoreline $4,900.
skimmer $ 150.
$101.50 per ton spilled
$142.90 per ton cleaned up

SHORELINE CLEANUP
same as response 1 retrieved at different
times
BOOM

deployed 3.47 hours
Class l boom
2 boats
retrieved at 17.7 hours

ABSORBENTS deployed at 4.9 hours
2000 lbs.
2 boats
finished at 18.2 hours
COSTS
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Shoreline $5500.
Boom
$2450.
Absorbents $8150.
$322. per ton spilled
$474. per ton cleaned up

cleanup teams deployed to cover the expected stranding sites and a class
one skirmier to p1ck up the oil.

The maps in Figure 4-13 for the first

t

response indicate that the shoreline crews were efficient · in removing the
oil within about 40 hours but that the skirmier was retrieved too early
and the oil allowed to come ashore elsewhere.

For the second case

(Figure 4-14), a boom was deployed approximately half-way down the
peninsula, absorbents were used and the same shoreline cleanup teams were
deployed.

The boom kept the spillet from moving down the coast and

allowed the cleanup teams to move into position.

The absorbant cleanup

method took about 8 hours longer than the skimmer but the boom helped to
slow the spread.

Once the oil moved past the boom, the southerly section

of the peninsula was oiled and the spillet turned the corner.

Oil which

came ashore here was out of reach of the cleanup teams and in this
simulation no additional teams were assigned.

The costs in Table 4-5,

reflect the increased manpower needed to handle booms and absorbents
during the second response as compared to the first.

The mass balances and impacts of both responses are shown in Figures
4-15 through 4-18.

In both cases, the shoreline impact is small due to

the responses which are in place.

Approximately the same amount of oil

came ashore for both cases, 14.6 and 14.7 tons for cases l and 2
respectively.

The skirmier cleaned up a little more and faster so that

the impact was smaller.

This quicker response also did not allow as much

oil to enter the water column.

When comparing these plots with the

original run, the impact on the shoreline is reduced because the
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responses do not allow oil to reach the coastlines farther down the bay.
The subsurface impacts are not appreciably different because less oil is
distributed over a smaller area during the responses.

If the impact at

every hour is summed, the final impact is 165 for no response and 133 and
115 for the first and second responses respectively.

This indicates that

since the subsurface oil concentration is generally unaffected by the
responses, even a quick comprehensive response may not seriously affect
the overall impact.

Furthermore, the small difference in impact between

the responses may not justify three times the cost.

These aspects would

be more serious for a larger spill because the $16,000 needed for
response two is insignificant when compared to costs for the Argo
Merchant or Amoco Cadiz Spill.

The above application is a simple case and does not necessarily
represent . the best response.

Multiple spillets and responses can be

handled by the program and complex scenarios developed.

It is expected

that more sophisticateq simulations would exhibit a much broader range of
costs and impacts.

At this time, only simple scenarios are programed

into the model but more complicated cases can easily be included.

Evaluation

Personnel from the U.S. Coast Guard in Providence and NOAA from
Massachusetts visited the University of Rhode Island to evaluate the
model.

These personnel were invited because of the present methods used
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in their organizations to predict oil movement and coordinate response.
The Coast Guard in Providence supplies the on-scene coordinator for any
open water in Rhode Island.

Personnel are trained at a facility in

Yorktown, Virginia but become familiar with the local area by on-the -job
training.

To determine oil trajectories, the NOAA field office in

Massachusetts collects the needed information and telephones a facility
in Seattle, Washington.

This facility runs computer programs to predict

oil movement and returns the results by telephone.

Both individuals agreed that the model is useful as a training tool
and to predict real-time trajectories since no comprehensive methods are
available.

After trying the program for a short time, it was determined

that clarification is needed concerning some of the questions and answers
which are used by the model.

It was pointed out that a student who ran

the programs several times would become familiar with the questions and
anticipate the answers.

Another recommendation was to include a Coast

Guard requirement of computing costs daily.
in a future version of the model.

This can be easily included

One drawback cited was that the

program was slow and needed to respond more quickly.

Overall, the

evaluators were enthusiastic about the format and options of the model.
The comments from the evaluators are contained in the Appendix D.
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CHAPTER V
CONCLUSIONS

An interactive computer model for training spill response personnel
has been developed.

It utilizes state-of-the-art modeling techniques for

the known physical and chemical processes which are important in a
nearshore environment.

Unlike most other models it has the ability to

track oil on the surface and within the water column.

The program also

contains a simple coastline interaction routine which simulates the
movement of oil along a shoreline.

Response procedures which allow a

user to control and clean up the oil have been developed and incorporated
into the program.

The model has the ability to calculate the relative

impact of oil on a region.

The effectiveness and cost of one spill

response can be compared to another to determine the relative efficiency
of the response methods chosen.

The program is modular so that any

advances in research or modeling techniques can be easily included in the
future.

The main program has been integrated with routines to control the
input and output data.

The input routines access a data base for a

region and transfers the appropriate data into the proper format for use
by the main section of the model.

Both the input and output routines

utilize graphics which allow the user to preview data before use or
examine the data which is generated by the main simulation program.

The

graphic routines are easy to use and can generate either interactive or
hard-copy graphics.
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The model has been set up for use in the Rhode Island coastal
waters.

Results from the ·simulation of the actual spills in Narragansett

Bay indicate that the program does a reasonable job predicting oil
behavior.

Sample runs were performed to display the capability of the

model as a training tool.

Personnel from the Coast Guard and NOAA evaluated the model and
found it promising.

They felt that it has more capability than any

program to which they have access and that it could be easily adopted to
simulate spills in other regions.

The limitations of the model indicated by the evaluators, relate to
its speed and to constraints imposed by the limited space.
both functions of the IBM computer presently being used.

These are
The University

of Rhode Island uses a timesharing system which during busy times only
allows a user five to ten minutes of CPU time per hour.

The speed of the

model becomes marginally acceptable with 15 to 20 minutes of CPU time per
hour.

This problem can be overcome by using a dedicated computer such as

a MICROVAX.

In terms of space, the URI computer requires about 1.5 megabytes to
store the main model and about 2 megabytes for the input and output
programs.

In addition, the model uses over twenty megabytes for storing

all input and output data for .a 10 to 20 day simulation.
dependent on the size of the data base created.
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This is

The URI system does not

allow one user to request this much space, so much of the data must be
stored on tape which cannot be accessed during interactive execution.

A

dedicated system would also solve these problems.

If more speed and space can be obtained, more complex routines can
be incorporated into the model.

These may include more sophisticated

-

wind and current models and shoreline interaction methods.

There are

additional types of equipment which could be incorporated into the model
and other methods of utilizing the equipment currently included.

This model is the only interactive model to include surface and
subsurface processes as well as response techniques.

The program can be

utilized by personnel involved with any aspect of oil spill research or
training.

It can transfer knowledge concerning oil spills to students

more efficiently than the present methods being used.
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APPENDIX A
Shoreline Interaction Routine

The shoreline interaction routine is a simple method of simulating
the movement of oil in the vicinity of the shores.
subsurface particles are constrained

t~

Surface spillets and

move along the shore by

responding to the onshore components of the currents and wind.

The

following is a brief description of the routine.

There are several assumptions made in developing this routine.
First, the spillet or particle is not on land initially.

The program

performs some cursory chekcs but the initial spillet positions must be
verified by the user.

Secondly, the shoreline is digitized using

longitude and latitude with dummy values between the coast and islands.
This will indicate to the program that a discontinuity exists.

Finally,

the spillets do not interact with each other and are treated
independently.

All computations performed in the subroutine are done using the
computational cell grids.

The shoreline positions are calculated with

respect to the origin of the commputational cell grid and the spillet
positions are also tracked with respect to the origin.

Use of the

computational cell grid speeds up the processing because the subroutine
is only used when a spillet enters a land cell.
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The sequence of the routine is described below and can be followed
in the flow chart in Figure A-1.

After calculating the position of the

spillet with respect to the computational cell grid the trajectory of the
spillet's movement is determined.

The initial and final positions of the

spillet are then checked to see if they are in a land grid.

If this is

the case or this routine is being entered for the first time, the present
position is stored and the next spillet is checked.

The program next

determines if the spillet trajectory crosses any shoreline segments or
booms.

The closest intersection of coastline or boom is then

calculated.

The three options for the program are:

l) The spillet trajectory does not cross a
shoreline segment or boom so the present
spillet position is stored.

2) The spillet trajectory first encounters
a boom.

The subroutine which simulates

the boom is then called.

3) The spillet crosses a shoreline
section.

The spillet location is moved

to the shore, then parallel to shore and
finally projected out as in Figure
A-2a.

If the spillet reaches the end of

a shoreline segment it is projected away
from the coast.
128

The subroutine
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Figure A-1 Shoreline Interaction Flow Chart
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continues to track the spillet's center
until time runs out at which time and
the spillet is projected offshore as
shown in Figure A-2b or in Figure A-2c
if it has not already been projected
offshore earlier 1n the time step.

At the end of the sequence for each spillet, ten percent of the oil
in that spillet is distributed among the shoreline segments crossed and
the new spillet position is stored.

The algorithm is similar for the subsurface particles except that
subsurface particles are not restricted by booms so this is not checked
and the particle is deposited on shore when the first segment is hit.
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E1ample a

E1ample b

Example c

P 1-P

2

Spillet movlment without shoreline present
Spillet movement with shoreline preHnt
Projection of spillet position offshore

P3

Final spillet Position

Figure A-2 Simulated Spillet Movement
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APPENDIX B
Boom Modeling

The boom model described below is based on that of Swanson and
Spaulding (1980) in which the theoretical work of Cross and Hoult (1971)
is combined with data from Abrahams (1977).

The method calculates the

amount of oil that a boom can hold, the amount of oil which escapes
around the boom and the amount entrained into the water column.
flowchart for the routine is shown in Figure B-1.

The

The calculations to

determine the currents under the boom are performed in another subroutine
and stored for use.

The routine uses two methods to determine if oil can be held by a
boom.

The first method is based on the critical Froude number.

Figure

B-2 shows the cross section of a boom with oil in it and current moving
from left to right.

As the current increases, the interface between the

oil and water becomes unstable and oil is entrained.

The Froude number

is the critical parameter and is calculated by the equation:

F
r

where

=

= current velocity
g = gravitational constant
6 = 1 - 6 where 6 = specific gravity of oil
d = draft of boom

"tT

If this value is greater than the square root of two, then the water will
essentially_pull all of the oil below the boom.

Otherwise, a calculation

is performed in which the drag forces on the oil are compared with the
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BOOM LOSS
START

Initialize Constants
Do Loop Over Booms
Do Loop Ov.er Spillets
Locate Spillets and Boom
with Computational Cell Grid.

NO

NEXT
SPILLET
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NEXT
SPILLET

Position Center of
Spillet at Midpoint
Calculate Amount of Oil the
Boom can Hold·- Decrea11 by
Sea state Efficiency

YES

Create a new Spillet
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Identical Properties
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Calculate
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Calculate Loss
Create New Particles
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h!x) Oil

JBarrier

L;---~1~

Figure B-1 Oil/Barrier Cross Section

L =length of boom

Figre B-2 Boom Definition Drawing
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buoyancy force.

h

2

u-

2

The result is an equation for the thickness of the oil:

cf x

where cf = .005 for fuel oil

= --gA--

( B-1)

Refer to Figure B-3 for nomenclature.
The volume of oil, is obtained by integrating the thickness of the
oil in y and z:
Volume

=

f

+Y!!t
2

-

f

Y!!t

B

h(x) dz dy

z

2

Since h is independent of y, and x
2c

V = 1J"~

gA

2

J

-

2

1

(B-2)

=

B - z,equation B-2 becomes :

Y!!t

Y!!t

2 (B - Z)3/2 dz
-

(B-3)

Since booms normally assume a catenary shape, a substitution for z is:
z = AL[cosHC}f> + l]

(B-4)

1
. ymax
and the relationship for A is: -2 = ASlnH(--)
Al

(B-5)

This relationship is linear if Ymax/L is less than .6 and an
equation for A is shown and plotted in Figure B-4.

Equation B-3 is

solved numerically to determine the volume of oil which the boom can
hold.

This volume is then multiplied by an efficiency factor which

depends on sea state and is described in Chapter III.
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If the volume of oil in the spillet(s) impinging on the boom is
greater than the volume which the boom can hold, another spillet having
the same oil properties is created on the downstream side of the boom.
For the oil which is in the boom, the spillet position is adjusted to the
midpoint between the boom endpoints .

The amount of oil lost into the

water column is then calculated using data from Abrahams (1977).
linear curves have been approximated from Figure B-5.
sea states above 2.

Three

Curve one is for

Curve two is low sea state with current velocities

over 1.6 feet per (.48 m/s) second and curve three is for currents below
1.6 feet per second.

Subsurface particles are then created and put into

the water.

If the boom can hold all the oil impinging on it, no new spillets
downstream are formed.
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APPENDIX C
Block Island Sound Runs

Besides being set up for Narragansett Bay, data was also accumulated
for the Block Island Sound and Rhode Island Sound region.

The run below

simulates a theoretical 50 metric ton spill occurring at midnight, on
October 7, 1977.

Figures C-1 shows the grid of the study area and Figure

C-2 plots the wind which occurred over the first two days.

Maps of the spill (Figure C-3) indicate that the single spillet
simulated moves almost directly west before moving to the coast and
oiling several kilometers of beach.

The entire shoreline between the two

X marks are oiled but the plotting algorithm places marks only at the
coastline segment endpoints.
remaining oil out to sea.

The wind then shifts and moves the

Figure C-4 displays the mass balance which

shows that most of the oi1 is deposited on shore.

The impact of the

shoreline (Figure C-5) is seen to be the most important after about 34
hours when the subsurface concentration is lower than 50 parts per
billion.

The irregularities of the subsurface impact is again due to

size of the grid element.

A simulated dispersant was deployed in a second run.

A helicopter

carrying a nominal load of 150 liters sprayed the spill approximately 3
1/2 hours after its start.

The mass distribution (Figure C-6) indicates

that approximately two tons in addition to that of the first run were
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added to the water column but this will have little additional impact
value '(Figure C-7) over the baseline run.

This is because this

additional mass is being dispersed over a large area such that ·the
concentration values are not increased significantly.
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or Transportation
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Marine Safety Off ice
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09 Decerrber 19 85
Mr. Orrt Hansen

(University of RI)
284A Peqootsepos !bad

Mystic,

er

06355

Mr. Hansen:

This past February, LT. Sharon Cllristq:herson of the National Oceanic
and AtrmsP"leric Administration, and I attended a working derronstration of
your oil spill training nodel.
!Alring the derrcrlstration I d:Jserved your nodel determine tirre delays
in regard to oil spill trajectory forecasting, for specific weather and
tide oonditions, and calculate the effectiveness of oontai nnent and rem:wal
of oil fran the water by use of various cleanup equiprent inoorporated
within your system. I was also g i.ven the .opportunity to operate your nodel
and although I have no formal badcground with cxnputers and only minimal
experience as a corrputer operator, I believe your system oould be used
effectively by personne l in the field given sufficient tirre and training
for system familiarity.
Unfortunate ly, our work schedules did not provide sufficient tirre
for other than a quick overview of your nodel 's potential, Ha.ever, speaking fran past experience with pollution cleanup responses, I believe your
rrodel oould becare a useful tool in the field allClN'ing ITOre tirrely and
cost efficient determinations to be Illa<E of the types and aITOunts of
equiprent required during initial oil pollution oontainnent and cleanup
responses.
I can appreciate the tirre and effort you must have expended on this
proje ct and would welcare a seoond opportunity to l earn ITOre and discuss
further aspects of your nodel.
Sincerely,

~(

12.

.D...d...-..~

RUSSELL R. DUreM1\INE

Petty Officer, First Class

U. S . Coast Guard
(4101) Slll - .S33 S'
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U.S. DEPARTMENT OF COMMERCE
Neclonal Oc:aenic end Atmospheric: Admlniecrecion

Hazardous Materials Response Br.
clo Commander (mep)
First Coast Guard District
150 Causeway Street, Rm 600
Boston, MA 021 14
DATE

January 5, 1986

TO:

Kurt Hansen
Dept. Ocean Engineering
University of Rhode Island

FROM:

S-luu...~ ~ . c.k :-t=,, l

. , ----->

SharonK Christophe~n';NOAA

ssc

SUBJECT : Demonstration of Narragansett Bay Oil Spi 11 Computer Model
with Respect to Oil Spill Response Training
Thank you for your demonstration last February of the Narraganse tt Bay Oil
Spill Computer Model. As the NOAA Scientific Support Coordinator, I am
involved in both oil spill response work and contingency planning for oil
spill s on the state and federal levels in the New England area From your
demonstrat ion. I can see a number of applications of your model to both
local response personnel training and contingency planning.
As a training tool , your model allows an individual to become famil i ar
with the various factors of wind, currents, tides.
and physical
characterist ics of oil whi ch act together to determine slick movement
The de termination of surface and wat er column oil concentrations and the
weighted scoring of impacts on di f ferent shoreline t yp es identifies the
need to develop a protection strategy which will minimize the overall
impact
I thought the additional capability of deploying response
equipment and the inherent logi stical problems, both in terms of time and
money, associat ed with the different response options to be par ticularly
useful in giving an individual insight i nto some of the operational
constraints of a response.
In the area of contingency planning, I think your model could be helpfu l in
addressing the question of the the most cost effective siting of response
equipment based on worst case or historically typical spill scenarios. A
second area where your model might be helpful is determining in what
areas and under what conditions dispersants might be considered for a

spi 11 response. NOAA and the Coast Guard are currently doi ng a study of
t he transportation pattern of hazar dous materials i n Narragansett Bay and
adjacent coastal areas. On the basis of this study, we plan t o develop si te
specific contingency plans for areas considered to be particularly "at
risk". I would enjoy meeting with you again to discuss whether the
Narraganse tt Bay Oil Spill Model might be useful in developing these plans
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